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Abstract
Covid text identification (CTI) is a crucial research concern in natural language processing (NLP). Social and electronic

media are simultaneously adding a large volume of Covid-affiliated text on the World Wide Web due to the effortless

access to the Internet, electronic gadgets and the Covid outbreak. Most of these texts are uninformative and contain

misinformation, disinformation and malinformation that create an infodemic. Thus, Covid text identification is essential for

controlling societal distrust and panic. Though very little Covid-related research (such as Covid disinformation, misin-

formation and fake news) has been reported in high-resource languages (e.g. English), CTI in low-resource languages (like

Bengali) is in the preliminary stage to date. However, automatic CTI in Bengali text is challenging due to the deficit of

benchmark corpora, complex linguistic constructs, immense verb inflexions and scarcity of NLP tools. On the other hand,

the manual processing of Bengali Covid texts is arduous and costly due to their messy or unstructured forms. This research

proposes a deep learning-based network (CovTiNet) to identify Covid text in Bengali. The CovTiNet incorporates an

attention-based position embedding feature fusion for text-to-feature representation and attention-based CNN for Covid

text identification. Experimental results show that the proposed CovTiNet achieved the highest accuracy of 96.61±.001%

on the developed dataset (BCovC) compared to the other methods and baselines (i.e. BERT-M, IndicBERT, ELECTRA-

Bengali, DistilBERT-M, BiLSTM, DCNN, CNN, LSTM, VDCNN and ACNN).

Keywords Natural language processing � Covid text identification � Positional encoding � Self-attention � Embedding

feature fusion � Deep learning � Transformers � Low-resource languages

1 Introduction

Covid was declared a Public Health Emergency of Inter-

national Concern (PHEIC) by the World Health Organi-

zation (WHO). It was first reported in Wuhan, China, in

December 2019 and is spreading gradually all over the

World [1]. As of 20 January 2022, the total of infected

cases is 339 million, with total deaths of 5.58 million and

recovered of 273.20 million in the World1. It is a new

disease for the general people and a so-called issue for

research communities, securities agencies, health organi-

zations, financial institutes and country policymakers [2].

Covid text identification (CTI) is an emerging research

issue in the realm of natural language processing (NLP),

where an intelligent system can automatically identify a

piece of text has Covid-related information or not. A Covid
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text may contain misinformation, disinformation, fake

news and other details on Covid.

Most countries impose lockdowns, shutdowns, social

distancing and other social activities to control the

spreading of Covid. As a result, the emergency

announcement, vaccination information and other essential

policymakers’ information are shared using social media

and electronic press for familiar people [3]. People’s

emotions, opinions, needs, support seeking and surround-

ing emergency conditions are also disseminated in the text

through electronic and social media. Due to these activities,

a massive volume of text is generated and included on

social media and the Web. However, most of the texts are

unlabelled and unstructured. As a result, it is impracticable

and challenging to manually extract Covid-related infor-

mation from the messy volumes of text. On the other hand,

manual mining consumes tremendous time and incurs

costs. Thus, an intelligent CTI system can overcome the

limitations of the manual identification system with fast

and effective Covid text detection. It also assists policy-

makers and ordinary people to share Covid-related infor-

mation through social and electronic media at a rapid pace,

reducing physical movement, panic and infodemic. CTI

has also reduced the time and search complexity for dif-

ferent NLP downstream tasks such as Covid fake news

detection, Covid misinformation and disinformation clas-

sification [4].

However, developing an intelligent and efficient CTI

system regarding under-resourced languages like Bengali is

challenging due to the unavailability of benchmark cor-

pora, lack of feature extraction techniques and colossal

word inflexion rate. Moreover, a huge variation of mor-

phological structures (i.e. Sadhu-bhasha and Cholito-bha-

sha), well-off dialects and person–tense–aspect agreement

make the task more complicated [5]. For these attributes, a

single embedding (SE) method is unable to capture holistic

semantic and syntactic linguistics features of text [6]. The

different embedding methods (e.g. GloVe, FastText and

Word2Vec) represent different feature distributions, and

the performance of the downstream model varies from one

embedding to another [7]. On the other hand, GloVe and

Word2Vec are not able to manage the out-of-vocabularies

(OOV) issues, whereas FastText can manage the OOV

issues using sub-tokenization techniques. Although several

low-resource (e.g. Bengali and Urdu) text classification

researches have been conducted based on statistical [8] and

deep learning-based approaches [9–11], none of these

works addressed the OOV, positional encoding and single

embedding issues in Bengali. Moreover, no past studies in

Bengali performed Covid text identification tasks using

intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations to the best of our

knowledge. To summarize the research insights, this work

sought the answers to the following research questions

(RQs):

• RQ1: How to develop a Covid text corpus in Bengali

for intelligent CTI.

• RQ2: How to choose the best embedding model to

perform the CTI task with intrinsic evaluation?

• RQ3: How to develop a deep learning-based frame-

work for CTI tasks in Bengali incorporating attention-

based positional embedding feature fusion?

• RQ4: How does the attention-based positional embed-

ding feature fusion improve the performance of non-

contextual single embedding in Bengali CTI?

To address the research questions (RQ1-RQ4), this work

proposes a Covid text identification network called Cov-

TiNet to identify the textual information related to Covid

in Bengali with the development of a Bengali Covid text

identification corpus (BCovC). The proposed network

reduces the OOV problems and overcomes the limitations

of non-contextual single embedding feature extraction with

the positional encoding technique. The CovTiNet also

evaluates the embedding and classification models using

intrinsic and extrinsic methods. The notable contributions

of this research and possible answers to the research

questions (ARQ) are summarized as follows:

• ARQ1: Present a detailed development process of the

Bengali Covid text corpus (BCovC), including data

collection, preprocessing, annotation and annotation

quality measures. To the best of our knowledge, this

corpus is the first developed dataset in Bengali, which

may alleviate the corpus unavailability issues in devel-

oping CIT in Bengali (Sect. 4). This research also

developed a Covid embedding corpus (i.e. CovEC) and

an intrinsic evaluation dataset (i.e. IEDs) for evaluating

embedding models.

• ARQ2: Exploration of the intrinsic evaluation methods

based on Spearman and Pearson correlations which

helps to select the best embedding model for the

downstream task (e.g. CTI) with a reduced training time

and memory storage (Sects. 5.1.1 and 7.1).

• ARQ3: Propose a model (CovTiNet) for CTI by

integrating the attention-based positional embedding

feature fusion and attention-based convolution neural

network (ACNN). This model adds the word position

information and fuses the semantic/syntactic features of

attention-based embedding models that improve the

classification performance (Sect. 5.1.1).

• ARQ4: Present a comparative performance analysis

between the proposed system (CovTiNet) and baseline

methods (e.g. LibSVM, CNN, LSTM, BiLSTM,

DCNN, VDCNN and transformer-based fine-tuning)
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with a detailed summary of the model’s weakness and

strengths (Sect. 7.2).

Additionally, the presented work provides comprehensive

future research directions on NLP downstream tasks for

morphologically rich languages like Bengali and highlights

forthcoming research scopes for the research communities

of the Bengali Covid text mining or information retrieval

domain.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2

presents the related work, and the problem statement is

described in Sect. 3. Section 4 illustrates the development

of the Bengali Covid text identification corpus, whereas

Sect. 5 describes the proposed CTI framework. Section 6

explores the experiments, and the analysis of results is

summarized in Sect. 7. A detailed error analysis of the

model and a failure case study are explained in Sects. 7.6

and 8. Section 9 concludes the work with future recom-

mendations for improvements.

2 Related work

Covid text identification is a new and evolving research

concern in recent times. Although many essential Covid-

related texts are being spontaneously included on the Web

at a rapid pace, unwanted or undesired textual contents are

also added owing to the rapid usage of the Internet and

social media [12]. A few studies recently explored Covid

text mining concerning high-resource languages [13], but

Covid text analysis is in a primitive stage regarding under-

resourced languages like Tamil and Bengali. Therefore,

CTI is a significant research challenge in low-resource

languages. Kolluri et al. [14] developed a machine learning

(ML)-based English Covid news verification system, but

their system is limited to an API request in a day involving

cost per request. Ng et al. [15] built a large-scale English

newspaper Covid-related text corpus containing 10 Billion

words of 7,000 news. They explored the ML-based topics

mining method to detect the five most frequent Covid

topics (e.g. Coronavirus, Covid, Covid, nCoV and SARS-

CoV-2). A deep learning (DL)-based approach (e.g. LSTM

with GloVe) was deployed for social media tracking during

the pandemic at New York [16]. However, the

LSTM?GloVe-based DL method only experimented with

English social media text. Koh et al. [17] investigated

loneliness during the pandemic from Twitter data using

topic-based mining. The topic-based ML mining methods

explored only English Twitter texts.

Covid fake news, disinformation and misinformation

identification have been trending research topics in the

NLP domain. Paka et al. [18] constructed a Covid fake

news text dataset (e.g. CTF) and developed an attention-

based Covid fake news framework that achieved an F1-

score of 95.00%. A traditional ML-based (LibSVM, DT,

KNN and NN) voting ensemble method has been devel-

oped for Covid misleading information detection system

[19]. This method cannot work on short-text samples. Song

et al. [20] explored a Covid disinformation framework and

evaluated it on the largest Covid disinformation dataset2 of

70 countries and 43 languages. However, their system is

not considered the Bengali Covid text. Ghasiya et al. [21]

analysed the public sentiment from newspaper headlines of

four countries (UK, India, Japan and South Korea). More

than 100,000 Covid texts were collected from newspaper

headlines and achieved a maximum accuracy of 90.00%.

Their unsupervised topic model method is not capable of

capturing context-based information.

Covid text analysis in resource-constrained languages is

an underdeveloped research field due to the shortage of

annotated corpora and lack of well-tuned embedding and

classification models [22]. Patwa et al. [23] built a Hindi

hostile post dataset and developed an identification system

for online Hindi hostile posts. They used m-BERT

embedding with the LibSVM classification method for

detecting hostile and non-hostile posts and achieved a

maximum of 84.11% accuracy for Coarse-grained classi-

fication. Hussein et al. [24] developed an Arabic Covid

infodemic detection system using tweets text. This work

can classify seven predefined queries (on 2,556 Arabic

tweets) and obtain maximum accuracy of 67.7% using the

AraBERT framework. Mattern et al. [25] developed the

German Covid fake news corpus, which contains 28,056

actual and 13,186 fake news. Their BERT ? Social context

system gained the maximum accuracy of 82.40% on the

developed dataset. A LibSVM-based classification method

was explored for the Persian fake news detection system

and obtained maximum accuracy of 87.00% [26]. Har-

akawa et al. [27] developed a tweeter keyword extraction

method for Japanese text, which only carried out the word-

level feature and did not consider the sentence-level lin-

guistics semantics.

Most previous studies of CTI were conducted in Eng-

lish, including fake news classification, misinformation and

disinformation detection using statistical ML and trans-

former-based learning [28]. In contrast, some research on

CTI has been conducted in Arabic, German, Indian and

Persian languages [22]. However, none of the past studies

have addressed CTI in Bengali. Moreover, other resource-

constrained languages only considered the single embed-

ding and transformer-based models. However, single

embedding techniques cannot represent the holistic fea-

tures and cannot overcome the OOV issues [29]. Therefore,

to address the shortcomings of past studies, this research

2 https://www.poynter.org/ifcn-Covid-misinformation/.
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introduced the fusion-based embedding feature represen-

tation method for Bengali CTI and experimented with the

developed Bengali Covid text corpus with different

hyperparameters settings. As far as we are concerned, this

work is the first attempt to develop a CTI network in

Bengali by integrating the attention-based positional

embedding feature fusions and CNN. The proposed net-

work can handle Bengali morphological variation issues

and minimize the OOV problems.

3 Problem statement

The central concern of this study is to develop a text

classification framework that can identify Bengali Covid-

related text. In particular, this work aims to develop a

framework that can classify a Bengali text into Covid or not

Covid. The framework comprises three components:

(i) Covid corpus development, (ii) Leveraging Deep

Models for CovTiNet Selection and (iii) CovTiNet.

Covid corpus development develop a Python scrapper

which inputs a valid Bengali Web URL from a set of URLs

taken from social media and newspapers. The scrapper

outputs a list of unlabelled Bengali texts. The scrapper is

defined by Eq. 1.

ti ¼ !ðLjÞ; i ¼ 1; :::;N; j ¼ 1; :::; Z ð1Þ

The scrapper function !ð:Þ takes input URL from the list

and checks the robot.txt policy and scrapped the Bengali

Web text (ti). The list of texts ti can have a maximum N

number of crawled texts from a set of URLs. The crawled,

unlabelled and noisy texts are preprocessed and annotated.

The quality of annotation is measured using Eq. 2.

BCovCðftnk; tclgÞ ¼ CðtiÞ; k ¼ 1; :::; n; l ¼ 1; :::;m; i ¼ 1; :::;N

ð2Þ

Here, tn denotes non-Covid texts, and tc represents Covid

texts. The function Cð:Þ sequentially prepossess ti, anno-

tates manually (e.g. by the annotators), verifies (e.g. by the

domain expert) and finally measures the Kappa score of the

BCovC corpus.

Leveraging Deep Models for CovTiNet Selection Ini-

tially, generate the embedding model using Eq. 3.

Sab ¼ XðCovEC; a; bÞ; a ¼ fGloVe;FastText;Word2Vecg;

b ¼ fðED1;CW1Þ; :::; ðEDEn ;CWEnÞg
ð3Þ

The CovEC is the Covid embedding corpus, a is the set of

methods, and b denotes the set of hyperparameter combi-

nations. The En indicates the total number of hyperpa-

rameters combinations (i.e. embedding dimension and

cortex windows). The Xð:Þ produces 18 embedding

models. This research applies the intrinsic evaluation to

select the best-performing three embedding models to

reduce the time complexity of the downstream task (e.g.

text identification). Equation 4 selects the best three

embedding models.

Ba ¼ D3ðSabÞ; a ¼ fGloVe;FastText;Word2Vecg;

b ¼ fðED1;CW1Þ; :::; ðEDEn ;CWEnÞg
ð4Þ

Here, D3ð:Þ represents the intrinsic evaluator, which returns
the best-performed three embedding models based on

Spearman and Pearson correlation scores. Three single

embedding models are used for attention-based positional

embedding feature fusion purposes. Now, the BCovC ¼{Tn

[ Te} is randomly split into training (Tn) and testing (Te)

sets, e.g. Tn ¼ fðtnlbkn ; ynlbknÞ; ðtclbln ; yclbln Þg, where

kn ¼ 1; :::; plb; ln ¼ 1; :::; qlb. Here, knth non-Covid text and

corresponding labelled are represented by tnlbkn and ynlbkn ,

whereas Covid text and corresponding labelled are repre-

sented by tclbkn and yclbknÞ, respectively. The plb and qlb

indicate the total number of training non-Covid and Covid

samples in the Tn. Similarly the testing set is represented

by Te ¼ fðtnulie ; ynulie Þ; ðtculje ; yculje Þg, where

ie ¼ 1; :::; pul; je ¼ 1; :::; qul. Here, pul and qul denote the

total number of unlabelled non-Covid and Covid samples

in Te. The features of training and testing sets are extracted

using Eq. 5.

FMqa=FMq
0
a ¼ MðBa; T

n
q=T

e
q
0 Þ; q ¼ 1; :::; ðplb þ qlbÞ; q0 ¼ 1; :::; ðpul þ qulÞ

ð5Þ

Here, M(.) generates the feature matrix (FMqa for training

and FMq
0
a for testing) of training or testing sample for Ba.

The non-contextual embedding methods do not carry

contextual or word position information. This study intro-

duces the position encoding (PEqa) technique to overcome

this issue. The qth training sample positional embedding is

a feature matrix (FMqa). Thus, FMqa is modified by adding

PEqa expressed by FMqa ¼ FMqa þ PEqa. The ath best-

performed feature matrix is calculated by employing the

self-attention and producing the attention-based feature

matrix (Eq. 6).

FM
0

qa=FM
0

q
0
a
¼ AttentionðWaQ;WaK ;WFMqa=WFMq

0
a; FMqa=FMq

0
aÞ

ð6Þ

Here, q=q
0
denotes the embedding samples, and FM

denotes the feature matrix. The trainable weight matrices

are denoted byWaQ,WaK andWFMqa=WFMq
0
a, respectively.

The attention-based positional embedding feature matrices

are denoted by the FM
0
qa and FM

0

q
0
a
. The value of q, q

0
and

a are defined in Eqs. 4–5. The training/testing samples
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(q=q
0
) and ath best-performing positional embedding fea-

ture matrix (FMqa=FMq0a) are just addition to the attention-

based feature matrix (FM
0

qa=FM
0

q
0
a
) and normalized using

ALN(.) function, i.e. kqa=kq0a ¼ ALNðFM0

qa=FM
0

q
0
a
þ

FMqa=FMq0aÞ. Finally, normalized feature matrices fuse the

feature values using Eq. 7.

FMq=FMq0 ¼ Wi0 ðkqa=kq0aÞ; i
0 ¼ fConCat;Average;ConCat � PCAg

ð7Þ

Wi
0 ð:Þ denotes the fusion function, which sequentially fuses

the possible combination of normalized feature matrices

using the best-performing embedding model

a ¼ fGloVe;FastText;Word2Vecg. The Covid-related text

identification model is generated by Eq. 8.

Hk
0 ¼ UtrðFMqÞ; k

0 ¼ 1; :::;Fn; q ¼ 1; :::; ðplb þ qlbÞ ð8Þ

Here, Utr indicates the Covid-related text identification

training method, Fn denotes the total number of Covid

identification models and Hk
0 represents the k

0th identifi-

cation model.

In the fourth module, Covid text identification models

are evaluated using the testing set Te by Eq. 7.

Ok
0 ¼ UtsðFMq

0 ;Hk
0 Þ; k0 ¼ 1; :::;Fn; q0 ¼ 1; :::; ðpul þ qulÞ

ð9Þ

where Ok
0 denotes the k

0th output of Covid text identifica-

tion model using the testing method Utsð:Þ.

CovTiNet ¼ max½Hk
0 ðOk

0 Þ� ð10Þ

CovTiNet is the best performing among Fn models with

maximum Ok
0 , i.e, maximum accuracy.

CovTiNet integrate attention-based position embedding

averaging of GloVe and FastText (APeAGF) for text-to-

feature representation and attention-based convolutional

neural networks (ACNN) for Covid text identification.

4 Corpora development

Textual data collection, preprocessing and standardization

are challenging tasks for low-resource languages due to

open access to text archives and lack of research [30]. The

Covid pandemic has created an opportunity for developing

Covid text-related corpora. As a result, few corpora are

available in the high-resource language (like English).

However, no Covid identification corpus is available in

Bengali to our knowledge. However, the availability of

benchmark corpora is a prerequisite to developing any

intelligent text processing system. Thus, this work aims to

develop a few corpora to perform CTI tasks in Bengali.

Figure 1 depicts the Covid corpus development details.

The following subsections illustrate the development

process of the three corpora: Bengali Covid text corpus

(BCovC), Covid embedding corpus (CovEC) and intrinsic

evaluation dataset (IEDs).

4.1 Bengali Covid Text Corpus (BCovC)

This work proposed two algorithms to develop Covid text

corpora. Algorithm 1 uses for scrapping Web text, whereas

Algorithm 2 utilizes for preprocessing, annotation and

annotation quality measures. In Algorithm 1, the function

!ð:Þ takes the list of Web URLs. The scraper(.) function is

a dynamic function that changes the parsing function based

on a specific Web URL. The parser(.) function parses the

Web content to readable text and converts it to UTF-8.

Finally, a total of 159,822 texts file are returned from this

function (e.g. !ðÞ) as list t. The texts are collected from 3

June 2020 to 15 August 2021 from popular social media

sites, online news portals and blogs.

In Algorithm 2, the function Cð:Þ takes the input as

noisy text list t and returns the developed corpus BCovC. In

the first step, each text is cleaned using the text prepro-

cessing function Bclean(.). The Bclean(.) function first
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removes all non-Bengali characters, digits and regular

expressions. Then removes the THML tags, hashtags and

special characters which cannot convert UTF-8. Finally, it

replaces the extra space, duplicate text and newline. In this

step, 157,771 texts are taken, and 2,051 texts are removed

due to several preprocessing operations.

Two undergraduate students manually annotated each

preprocess text (pt) in the second step. The annotator1

manually labelled aa and text list ata, whereas annotator2
manually labelled ab and text list is atb. If the first and

second annotators agreed on the Covid text, i.e. the ith text

of pt, then it is added to the BCovC corpus. When one of

the annotators agreed to the Covid text, it was moved to the

expert opinion. In the second step, a total of 157,771 texts

are taken. Among these, 12,420 texts agreed by both

annotators for Covid text, and 140,745 texts disagreed by

the two annotators. Only the first annotator annotated 2,175

texts as Covid, whereas the second annotator only anno-

tated 2,431. Thus, 4,606 texts are moved to the expert for

label verification.

In the third step, a linguistics expert manually verified

the texts for disagreement of annotators. A total of 1,920

texts are selected for addition to the BCovC corpus, and

2,686 texts are discarded from this step. In the manual

annotation and expert-level verification step, 14,340 texts
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are included in BCovC as the Covid category, and ran-

domly 14,773 texts are included in BCovC as the non-

Covid category. Finally, both categories have 29,113 texts

in the BCovC corpus. In the fourth step, the kappa value (j)
of BCovC is calculated based on the annotator’s agree-

ments and disagreement [31]. The overall kappa value of

BCovC is 82.75%, which is an acceptable score for the

corpus [32].

Table 1 shows the Covid text identification (BCovC)

corpus statistics. The maximum of 20 words per sentence is

in the Covid category, whereas the maximum of 23 words

per sentence is in the non-Covid category. The minimum

number of words per sentence is 4 in both categories.

Though the total number of non-Covid samples is 140,745,

we only randomly selected 14,773 texts (e.g. 10.5%)

because of overcoming the issues of category-wise text

sample imbalance [33].

Figure 2 shows the word-cloud visualization of the most

frequent 500 words of Covid and non-Covid categories.

The word-cloud visualization clearly illustrates that the

Covid category contains more Covid-related words,

whereas the non-Covid word cloud is not. Thus, the

frequent word of Covid categorizes also improved the

Covid text identification performance.

Figure 3 shows the Covid and non-Covid class-wise

distribution. The Covid text samples are collected from

eight different Bengali categories (see Fig. 3a). Maximum

27% texts samples collected subjected to the health-Covid

category and a minimum of 5% subjected to the technol-

ogy-Covid category. The public-opinion-Covid indicates

the social media, blogs, newspaper opinion and public

domain text comments subject to Covid.

Figure 3b depicts the non-Covid category-wise text

samples. The non-Covid text samples are annotated from

nine different domains (see Fig. 3b). The crime category

contained the maximum amount of text samples (14.00%)

and a minimum of 7.00% included for technology. The

BCovC was used for the text identification method evalu-

ation and summarized to compare transformer-based fine-

tuning and deep learning-based methods.

4.2 Covid embedding corpus (CovEC)

The CovEC is an unlabelled corpus developed for single

embedding model generation, evaluation and Covid text

identification purposes. The CovEC is developed based on

the previous Bengali embedding corpus (EC) [5], and this

work developed a training set of BCovC (e.g. Tn). Due to

the enhancement of performance and training time reduc-

tion of embedding models, this research released the

Bengali higher-frequency words (e.g. stop words) and the

words with one frequency. After removing these words,

1,963,483 words with frequency two are included in the

CovEC from EC. The EC data crawling duration is

between January 2010 and December 2019. As a result, the

Covid-related words have not existed in the past embed-

ding corpus (i.e. EC). For this reason, we added the Tn of

BCovC to the CovEC. The Tn contains 180,824 unique

words. All Tn words are included in the CovEC corpus.

Finally, 2,144,307 unique words are incorporated in the

CovEC, used to train embedding models. Table 2 shows the

key statistics of CovEC. This corpus contains

Fig. 1 Schematic representation

of Covid corpus development

Table 1 BCovC corpus statistics

Category Attribute Value

Non-Covid No. of words 2,866,371

No. of unique words 122,241

No. of samples 14,773

No. of training/testing samples 10,331/4,442

No. of sentences 318,485

Covid No. of words 3,145,097

No. of unique words 91,191

No. of samples 14,340

No. of training/testing samples 9,941/4,399

No. of sentences 262,091
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approximately 204 million words with more than 10 mil-

lion unique words.

Table 2 indicates that the Bengali is an inflected lan-

guage and more frequent words come from conjunction.

Bengali is a heavily inflected language with a vast amount

of verb and noun inflexions [34]. Thus, more frequent

words come from conjunction structures. For example,

single conjunction (e.g. Bengali to English translation

word: oh ) occurred at 5.76% of the total embedding corpus

CovEC.

4.3 Intrinsic evaluation datasets (IEDs)

The intrinsic evaluation datasets (IEDs) refer to the word-

level similarity measure datasets (i.e. semantic (sm) simi-

larity, syntactic (sy) similarity, relatedness (sr) similarity)

and word analogy task (at) dataset. These datasets use to

measure the embedding model performance. Recently, a

dataset has been developed for intrinsic evaluation [35] of

the text processing tasks. However, this dataset was not

considered the Covid-related word pairs. In this research,

we took 100s semantic, syntactic, relatedness and analogy

tasks word pairs from the previous dataset [36].

Fig. 2 Word-cloud visualization of most frequent 500 words in Bengali Covid and non-Covid training samples

Fig. 3 Covid and non-Covid domain-wise distribution of BCovC corpus

Table 2 Statistics of CovEC
Corpus #Words #Unique words Max. frequency

EC [5] 200,081,093 10,067,699 11,737,198

EC-BCovC (training set) 4,199,410 180,824 47,950

Total (in CovEC) 204,280,503 10,248,523 11,785,148
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Additionally, this work collected 50 semantic, syntactic,

relatedness and word analogy pairs according to the phi-

losophy of ‘contextual correlates of synonymy’ research

[37]. The first annotator collected 50 words for semantic,

syntactic and related categories, whereas the second

annotator collected 50 words for each category based on

the first annotator’s word selection. The average of the two

annotators’ scores is assigned as the final score of each

word pair. The annotation quality is calculated using the

Spearman and Pearson correlation scores from the indi-

vidual pair-wise annotators’ score [38]. For the analogy

task, the first annotator selects 50-word pairs based on

semantic, syntactic and relatedness categories, and the

second annotator also selects 50-word pairs based on the

first annotator’s selections. All the newly collected data are

merged with the previous datasets. The Spearman and

Pearson correlation scores are measured based on the

combined dataset. Table 3 shows the overall summary of

the developed IEDs Spearman (q) and Pearson (d)
The analogy dataset is built from semantic, syntactic and

relatedness categories where the absolute score difference

is more than 1.8 for most word pairs. This difference

occurred due to the annotator’s perceptions. The maximum

correlation is achieved from the syntactic category,

whereas the minimum correlation is obtained from the

word analogy task dataset. As a result, the at dataset

obtained a lower correlation value than others.

5 Methodology

The central goal of this research is to develop an intelligent

Covid text identification (CTI) network that can classify a

piece of Bengali text into two classes: Covid or non-Covid.

The methodology comprises two modules: (i) Leveraging

Deep Models for CovTiNet Selection and (ii) CovTiNet.

Each of the modules is described in the following

subsections.

5.1 Leveraging deep models for CovTiNet
selection

Figure 4 depicts the schematic framework for the selection

procedure of CovTiNet.

This study experimented with different frameworks to

identify the best-performing feature extraction and Covid

text identification framework. The CovTiNet selection

framework comprises four main modules: (i) text-to-fea-

ture representation (e.g. single embedding model training,

evaluation and feature fusion), (ii) Covid text identification

training, (iii) Covid text identification testing and (iv) best

model selection (i.e. CovTiNet). The following subsections

describe each module in detail.

5.1.1 Text-to-feature representation module

The function of this module is to take a Covid embedding

corpus (CovEC) as an input and generates outputs as the

attention-based positional embedding feature fusion matrix

(FMq=FMq
0 ), where total training and testing samples are

q 2 ðplb þ qlbÞ and q
0 2 ðpul þ qulÞ, respectively. Initially,

three embedding methods (e.g. GloVe [39], FastText [40]

and Word2Vec [41]) are applied to generate 18 models (i.e.

6 for GloVe, 6 for FastText and 6 for Word2Vec). The

best-performed three models are selected for the feature

fusion task based on the intrinsic evaluations. Finally, the

attention-based positional embedding feature fusion and

representation method generate the fused feature matrix

used for training and testing CovTiNet. The following

paragraphs describe the overall tasks of the fusion-based

feature representation module.

Single embedding model training

In this phase, the single embedding model training

function Xð:Þ takes the input of CovEC and outputs a set of

embedding models Sab, where a ¼
fGloVe;FastText;Word2Vecg and b ¼ 1; :::;En. Table 4

shows the overall optimized hyperparameters of three

single embedding methods.

The minimum grams (Mgs) are applied to the FastText

training phase, and each word is split according to this value.

The fastText and Word2Vec have produced the embedding

model based on centre word to context word prediction

schemes. The GloVemethod prepared the embedding model

using word–word co-occurrence and frequency schemes. In

this study, three embedding dimensions (e.g. 200, 250 and

300), two context window sizes (e.g. 12 and 13) and three

embedding methods (e.g. GloVe, FastText and Word2Vec)

accomplished a total of 18 embedding models generated for

intrinsic evaluation. Statistical word frequency-based

method (e.g. GloVe) and neural embedding-based methods

(e.g. Word2Vec and FastText) are trained with the tuned

hyperparameters (shown in Table 4). The FastText SG ver-

sion can carry the sub-word information at the embedding

model training phase. As a result, the morphologically rich

languages minimize the OOV problems [42]. A total of 18

single embedding models (6 for Word2Vec, 6 for FastText

Table 3 Summary of IEDs concerning 150 word pairs

Dataset Spearman correlation (q) Pearson correlation (d)

sm 0.68 0.65

sy 0.71 0.70

sr 0.65 0.66

at 0.63 0.65
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and 6 for GloVe) are generated using the combination of 3

embedding dimensions ED and 2 Window Size). All gen-

erated models are used for the intrinsic evaluation.

Single embedding model evaluation

In this step, the inputs are single embedding models and

provide the best-performed embeddingmodels as the output.

Three embeddingmodels are generatedwhere only one best-

performed model is considered from each method (GloVe,

FastText and Word2Vec). The best-performed embedding

models are selected based on the intrinsic evaluation in each

case. The intrinsic evaluators measure the quality of an

embedding model for specific NLP tasks, reduce the down-

stream task training time and minimize the OOV issues [36].

Algorithm 3 illustrates the process of intrinsic evaluation.

Fig. 4 Leveraging deep models for CovTiNet selection

Table 4 Optimized hyperparameters on GTX 1070 GPU and 32GB

physical memory

Methods Optimized hyperparameters

Word2Vec (SG), FastText

(SG) and GloVe

ED: {200, 250, 300}, Min.Frequency: 2,

Window Size: {12, 13},

Max.Frequency: 75, Epoch: 25, Mgs:

2, learning_rate: 0.01
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In Algorithm 3, the function HumanJudgementScore(.)

returns pair-wise annotator scores of semantic (Hm), syn-

tatic (Hy), relatedness (Hr) and analogy tasks Hat datasets,

respectively. The ath embedding model (e.g. em) is evalu-

ated based on the four datasets (e.g. sm, sy, sr and at). Each

of the datasets calculates the cosine similarity score for

each word pair. The Spearman correlation (SprCor(.)) and

Pearson correlation (PerCor(.)) functions sequentially take

the annotator’s judgement scores and cosine similarity

scores for each of the datasets, which return the Spearman

correlation (q) and Pearson correlation (d). The Spearman

correlation score of the semantic, syntactic, relatedness and

analogy task is denoted by the qm, qs, qr and qat, respec-
tively. Similarly, the Pearson correlation scores are repre-

sented by dm, ds, dr and dat, respectively. The Pavg(.)

function takes these six scores and returns the average

score value for the combination of the bth embedding

model hyperparameters. In these ways, the intrinsic eval-

uators evaluate all the embedding models and select the

best-performing embedding models using the best(.)

function. Finally, the D3ð:Þ function returns the best-per-

formed three embedding models (Ba).

Attention-based positional embedding feature fusion

The split corpus BCovCðTn; TeÞ and the best-performed

embedding models Ba 2 fGloVe;FastText;Word2Vecg are

used as the inputs and generates the fused feature matrix

(FMq=FMq
0 ), where q 2 ðplb þ qlbÞ, q0 2 ðpul þ qulÞ. Fig-

ure 3 shows the abstract view of the attention-based posi-

tional embedding feature fusion method. Initially, the

training sample (Tn) sequentially extracts the feature using

the mapping function M(.) and ath embedding model. The

ath embedding model feature matrix for qth training sample

is represented by FMqa 2 Rsl�ED, where sl 2 256 denotes

the maximum sequence length and ED 2 300 indicates the

optimal embedding dimension.

The qth training sample sequentially produces three

feature matrices, e.g. FMq1 for GloVe, FMq2 for FastText

and FMq3 for Word2Vec, whereas q
0th testing sample pro-

duces three feature matrices denoted by FMq
0
1 for GloVe,

FMq
0
2 for FastText and FMq

0
3 for Word2Vec. The word
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position is crucial information for the context-aware word-

level semantic and syntactic feature representation [43].

The position-based information is added before applying

the self-attention operation. The q=q
0
sample sinusoidal

position encoding operation is conducted using Eq.11.

PEq=q
0 ½1 : sl� ¼

(sinð pos

10000ð2�pos=EDÞÞ; if ðpos%2Þ¼¼0 pos¼1;:::;sl

cos pos

10000ð2�posþ1=EDÞ; otherwise pos¼1;:::;sl

ð11Þ

Here, ED denotes the embedding dimension and the word

position of q=q
0
sample is pos 2 sl. This position encoding

is just added to the training/testing sample (q=q
0
) and fed to

the trainable self-attention block, i.e. Attention(.). The self-

attention block contains nine trainable weight matrices, e.g.

three for GloVe, three for FastText and three for Word2-

Vec. The generalized form of matrices are query

(WaQ 2 Rsl�ED), keys (WaK 2 Rsl�ED) and values

(WFMqa 2 Rsl�ED) for GloVe, FastText and Word2Vec,

respectively. However, the attention of qth sample is cal-

culated using Eq. 12.

FM
0

qa ¼
ðFMqa �WaQÞ � ðFMqa �WaKÞTffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ED
p

 !
� ðFMqa �WFMqaÞ

ð12Þ

Here, FMqa indicates the input fused feature matrix,

whereas FM
0

qa represent the attention-based output fused

feature matrix of ath best-performing embedding model

(i.e. a ¼ ½1 : GloVe; 2 : FastText; 3 : Word2Vec�). The

addition and layer normalization block is combined with an

attention-based and positional encoding feature, which

improves the word-level correlation [43]. The layer-based

normalized feature is forwarded to the feature fusion block

and fuses the feature value using Eq. 7. In the training

phase, the fused feature is denoted by FMq and used in the

attention-based CNN training module, whereas the testing

time fused feature is represented by FMq
0 and will be used

for the attention-based CNN model evaluation purpose.

5.1.2 Covid text identification training

Investigate the performance of the Covid text identification

task, this research investigates the performance of six deep

learning-based (i.e. BiLSTM, DCNN, CNN, LSTM,

VDCNN and ACNN) and four transformer-based (i.e.

BERT-M, DistilBERT, ELECTRA-Bengali and Indic-

BERT) methods. The following paragraphs describe the

training process of deep learning and transformer-based

methods.

Deep learning-based training

The deep learning-based methods are trained with the

best-performing three single embedding feature matrix

FMqa 2 Rsl�ED and attention-based position embedding

feature fusion matrix FMq 2 Rsl�ED. Here a 2
fGloVe;FastText&Word2Vecg and q denotes the total

number of training samples, these six methods are used the

tuned hyperparameters, which shows in Table 5 and pro-

duce the 36 Covid text identification models using Eq. 8

(e.g. 36: (3 single embeddings � six deep learning meth-

ods) ? (3 fused embedding � six deep learning methods) ).

The LSTM, BiLSTM, CNN, ACNN, DCNN and VDCNN

methods have tuned the hyperparameters based on CovC

corpus and GTX 1070 single GPU[44].

Transformer-based fine-tune training

The transformer-based fine-tune training module takes

the training samples of BCovC and prepares the input

feature matrix using the three multilingual (e.g. BERT-M,

DistilBERT-M and IndicBERT) and one monolingual (e.g.

ELECTRA-Bengali) pretrained language model. Each of

the input samples is encoded as a 2D input feature matrix

(i.e. 2D 2 R300�768) and sequentially feeds to the trans-

former-based fine-tune training function (i.e. Wtrð:Þ). This
function used the four tuned hyperparameters (e.g. sl, batch

size, epoch and learning_rate), shown in Table 5, and the

remaining hyperparameters are used as the default values.

Four Covid text identification models are generated from

the four transformer methods. These models are used in the

Covid text testing phase.

Due to GPU memory limitation, this research fine-tuned

only a smaller number of hyperparameters for transformer

models (shown in Table 5), and other parameters are used

as default. The maximum batch size and sequence length

are 6 and 300, respectively.

5.1.3 Covid text identification testing

The CTI test phase is evaluated the different deep learning

and transformer-based model performances for the

unknown CTI dataset (i.e. Te). The following paragraphs

summarize the deep learning and transformer-based CTI

model evaluation details.

Deep learning-based testing

In this phase, 36 CTI models (e.g. 36: (3 single

embedding � six deep learning methods) ? (3 fused

embedding � six deep learning methods) ) are evaluated

with the test set Te. Each of the test sample q
0 2 Te is

mapped with the best-performing embedding Ba using

mapping function M(.) and produces two feature matrix

FMq
0 and FMq

0
a. The (FMq

0 and FMq
0
a) 2 Rsl�ED, ED

denotes the embedding dimension and sl denotes the

maximum sequence length. Now, the k
0
th deep learning
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method is initialized with the pretrained CTI model wight

Hk
0 and produces the expected output Ok

0 using Eq. 9. The

softmax operation normalizes the output, and the maximum

softmax value index indicates the corresponding category.

Transformer-based fine-tune testing The four trans-

former-based models’ performance is verified by the

BCovC test set (e.g. Te). Each test sample is produced as a

2D feature matrix (i.e. 300) and is predicted by the fine-

tuned model. The fine-tuned model has generated an

expected category value. The softmax operation normalizes

this expected value; the maximum value index is indicated

in the corresponding category.

5.1.4 Best model selection

This section aims to select the best-performing Covid text

identification model from four transformer-based and

thirty-six deep learning-based models. Each classifier is

trained with the training set Tn 2 BCovC, and accuracy is

measured by the test set Te 2 BCovC. Among the 40 model

evaluation results, the maximum accuracy model is selec-

ted for the Covid text identification system (named Cov-

TiNet). The following subsections describe the details of

CovTiNet.

5.2 CovTiNet

The proposed Covid text identification system (i.e. Cov-

TiNet) has been built up with two significant modules, i.e.

the attention-based position embedding averaging of

GloVe and FastText (APeAGF) for text feature represen-

tation module and attention-based convolutional neural

networks (ACNN) for Covid text identification module.

Figure 5 shows the abstract view of the proposed

CovTiNet. The following subsection describes the details

of the two modules.

5.2.1 APeAGF

In Fig. 5, the attention-based position embedding averaging

of GloVe and FastText (APeAGF) module takes input as

training and testing set, i.e. ðTn=TeÞ 2 BCovC and output is

the feature matrix (e.g. FMq=FMq
0 ). The qth 2 Tn training

and q
0th 2 Te testing sample is sequentially represented the

feature matrix FMq1 and FMq
0
1 for GloVe embedding,

whereas FMq2 and FMq
0
2 for FastText embedding using

Eq. 11. In addition to better syntactic feature representa-

tion, position encoding (PE) is added to these feature

matrices. The function of Attention(.) calculates the atten-

tion value of each word in the feature matrix and improves

the contextual representation of training/testing samples

(i.e. q=q
0
) using Eq. 12. The attention value normalization

functions ALN(.) take the attention-based feature matrix

and original feature matrix (i.e. take from skip connection).

The ALN(.) function normalized the attention value and

forwarded it to the feature fusion module. The feature

fusion module is just averaging the attention-based feature

matrix of GloVe and FastText. Finally, the APeAGF

module output FMq for q
th training sample attention-based

feature matrix and FMq
0 th testing sample attention-based

feature matrix. The FMq will be used for training purposes,

and FMq
0 will be used for testing purposes.

5.2.2 ACNN

The attention-based convolutional neural network (ACNN)

module works in two steps. The ACNN module training

Table 5 Hyperparameters of deep learning and transformer-based fine-tune methods

Baseline methods Hyperparameters

LSTM Layer: 2, sl: 300, hidden-dim: 128, 64, batch size: 32, dropout: 0.45, 0.50, loss:

categorical_crossentropy, optimizer: adam, epoch: 30.

BiLSTM Layer: 2, sl: 300, hidden-dim: 128, 64, batch size: 16, dropout: 0.30, 0.40, loss:

categorical_crossentropy, optimizer: adam, epoch: 40.

DCNN Layer: 6, sl: 300, epoch: 100, learning_rate: 0.10, dropout: 0.50 activation: ReLU and softmax

CNN CNN layer: 1, No. kernel: 3, kernel size:177, sl: 300, activation: ReLU and softmax, batch size:

64,epoch: 80, learning_rate: 0.01, dropout: 0.56, pooling:max and avg.

ACNN CNN layer: 1, Attention layer: 2, No. kernel: 3, kernel size:177, sl: 300, activation: ReLU and

softmax, batch size: 64,epoch: 80, learning_rate: 0.01, dropout: 0.56, pooling:max and avg.

VDCNN Layer: 15, Max.-len: 300, activation: ReLU and softmax, batch size: 64,epoch: 100, learning_rate:

0.01, dropout: 0.56, pooling:max and avg.

BERT-M, DistilBERT-M, ELECTRA-

Bengali and IndicBERT

Sl: 300, batch size: 6, epoch: 10, learning_rate: 2e-4
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with the training set Tn generates a Covid text identifica-

tion model in the first step. In the second step, the Covid

text identification model is evaluated by the testing set Te

and calculates the performance of the ACNN module. The

following paragraphs describe the details of the two steps.

Attention-based CNN training

The training function Wð:Þtr takes the training samples

fused feature matrices FMq : FMm 2 Rsl�ED and outputs a

Covid text identification model Hk
0 . Initially, a convolution

operation is applied to the single CNN layer with three

different kernel sizes (i.e. v ¼ ½2; 3; 4�). The vth kernel

conducted the convolution operation (ConVv) using Eq. 13.

Cv½1 : Fv� ¼ KWv½v : ED� � FMq þ biasv; v ¼ ½2; 3; 4�; q ¼ 1; :::; plb þ qlb

ð13Þ

Here, vth trainable kernel indicates KWv and the convolu-

tion output is represented by Cv. The three kernels’ con-

volution output is stored in Cv and is forwarded to the

second layer. The second layer applies kernel-wise

activation and max-pooling operations. The vth kernel

activation and max-pooling operation is conducted by

Eq. 14.

Pv½1 : lenðFvÞ� ¼ MaxPoolingðReLUðCv½1 : F1�ÞÞ; v ¼ ½2; 3; 4�
ð14Þ

The ReLU(.) activation function (ACvð:Þ) normalized the

sentence-level convoluted features and the max-pooling

function MPvð:Þ returns a single maximum value from the

trainable convolution output (i.e. Cv). The output of the

max-pooling operation is stored in Pv and forwarded to the

third layer (i.e. Attention(.)). The attention layer calculated

the sentence-level attention using Eq. 12 and concatenated

the three kernels (e.g. v ¼ ½2; 3; 4�) attention-based feature

(Av). This concatenated feature is passed to another atten-

tion-based encoding layer (ComAttention), and the dropout

operation is applied. The dropout operation randomly

blocks some neuron values, which helps overcome the

overfitting issues. Finally, the dropout features are for-

warded to the softmax layer, predicting the Covid

Fig. 5 High-level view of CovTiNet
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identification score. The error value is calculated from the

predicted and ground-truth value and adjusts the error

using the backpropagation operation. At the end of the

training, the attention-based CNN saves a Covid text

identification model (Hk
0 ), which is used in the next phase

(i.e. the attention-based CNN testing phase).

Attention-based CNN testing

The attention-based CNN test function calculates the

model’s ability to perform the task (Wtsð:Þ). The function

takes the Covid text identification model (Hk
0 ) and

sequentially predicts the test set samples (Te). The q
0
test

sample fused feature matrix FMq
0 : FMq

0 2 Rsl�ED. The

fused feature matrix is fed to the pretrained mode (Hk
0 ) and

calculates the expected value using Eq. 15.

Ek0 ½q
0 � ¼ Hk0 � FMq0 ; q

0 ¼ 1; :::; pul þ qul ð15Þ

The Ek
0 ½q0 � denotes the expected value of q

0th test sample

(i.e. Te). Now, the expected value is normalized by Eq. 16.

Ok
0 ½q0 � ¼ max

eðEk
0 ½q0 �ÞPz¼pulþqul

z¼1 eðEk
0 ½z�Þ

 !
; q

0 ¼ 1; :::; pul þ qul

ð16Þ

Here, Ok
0 ½q0 � indicates normalized expected value of q

0
test

sample. All of the statistical measures will use this out-

come of (Ok
0 ½q0 �) to evaluate the performance of the model.

6 Experiments

The CovTiNet framework is implemented using the

Pytorch: 1.9.0, Pandas and Sklearn libraries, Python3

(version 3.6), Numpy, Transformer ( version 4.9.0 ) and

TensorFlow (version 2.0). The Hardware configurations are

a multicore processor (core-i7) with NVIDIA GTX 1070

GPU (Internal GPU memory 8GB) and 32GB physical

memory. The following subsection describes the intrinsic

(i.e. embedding) and extrinsic (i.e. Covid text identifica-

tion) evaluation of the models.

6.1 Intrinsic evaluators

The intrinsic evaluators evaluate each word embedding

model’s word-level semantic, syntactic, relatedness or

analogy tasks performance. This evaluation helps to decide

the best-suited embedding model for the downstream task

(CTI) that requires a minimum time and memory usage

(based on Algorithm 3). The semantic (CSm), syntactic (CSy )

and relatedness (CSr ) similarity measure is calculated using

Eq. 17.

CcsðAw;BwÞ ¼
Aw
�! � Bw

�!
jj Aw
�!jj � jj Bw

�!jj
; cs ¼ ½Sm; Sy; Sr� ð17Þ

Here, Aw and Bw denote the semantic, syntactic or relat-

edness first and second word of the intrinsic datasets,

respectively. The feature vector of word Aw and Bw rep-

resented by Aw
�!

and Bw
�!

, respectively. Ccs presents the

cosine similarity score of cs 2 fSm; Sy; Srg. The average

cosine similarity score of semantic, syntactic and related-

ness datasets are calculated using cosine similarity score

Ccs, which are represented by CSm , CSy and CSr , respec-

tively. In this study, we also measure the Spearman (q) and
Pearson (d) correlations [45] using the cosine similarity

and human judgement scores.

The word analogy also measures the embedding model

performance using the pair-wise word alikeness, such as: if

word Aw is to be word Bw and word Cw is to be word Dw

then pair (Aw:Bw) is alike (Cw:Dw). The word alikeness

problem is solved by the 3COSADD [46] and 3COSMULL

arithmetic formulations [47]. For this purpose, given this

ðAw:Bw :: Cw : �Þ then find the best-matching word for the

blank - (i.e. Dw) such that ðAw : BwÞ is alike ðCw : DwÞ. To
solve this problem, the 3COSADD finds the best-matching

word Dw using Eq. 18.

Dw ¼ max
Dw2V

ðCcsðDw;CwÞ � CcsðDw;AwÞ þ CcsðDw;BwÞÞ; cs ¼ ½at�

ð18Þ

Here V is the total number of vocabularies in the embed-

ding model. Another variation of this solution is 3COS-

MULL to find the best-matching word Dw using Eq. 19.

Dw ¼ max
Dw2V

CcsðDw;CwÞ � CcsðDw;BwÞ
CcsðDw;AaÞ þ �

; cs ¼ ½at� ð19Þ

Here, � is a small (i.e. 0.000001) value used for overcoming

the division by zero. For calculating the arithmetic corre-

lation of Dw with other three words, Eq. 18 or 19 is used,

whereas Eq. 17 is used to compute cosine similarity. The

word analogy task performance is calculated by the ratio of
Acc

lenðatÞ, where Acc indicates the total number of deserted

words Dw found and lenðatÞ represents the length of the

analogy task.

6.2 Extrinsic evaluators

The extrinsic evaluators assess the CTI task performance of

the models. The accuracy and error of the proposed Cov-

TiNet are estimated by several statistical metrics such as

accuracy (Ac), precision (Pc), recall (Rc), micro-f1 score

(F1), macro-average (Ma), weighted average (Wa) and

confusion matrix.
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6.2.1 Ablation analysis

An ablation analysis is carried out for selecting feature

extraction method and text identification method from a set

of methods [48]. For this analysis, three best-performed

single embeddings (i.e. GloVe, FastText and Word2Vec)

and three best-performed attention-based feature fusion

embeddings (i.e. AeCGF, AeCPGF and AeAGF) are

evaluated for feature extraction methods. In contrast, ten

text identification methods (i.e. CNN, ACNN, VDCNN,

CNN, LSTM, BiLSTM, BERT-M, DistilBERT, ELEC-

TRA-Bengali and IndicBERT) are evaluated for Covid text

identification system. The final CovTiNeT system com-

prises the best-performing feature extraction and text

identification methods.

7 Results

The developed CovTiNet is evaluated in two ways: feature

extraction performance evaluation (i.e. intrinsic version)

and CTI performance evaluation (i.e. extrinsic version).

7.1 Intrinsic evaluation

The intrinsic evaluation is carried out on a word-level

semantic/syntactic performance. Therefore, the position

encoding value cannot be used in attention calculation.

Only the attention and fusion operations are employed to

represent word semantics. Table 6 shows the performance

of Spearman (q), Pearson (d) and cosine similarity of

semantic (Sm), syntactic (Sy) and relatedness (Sr) datasets.

The embedding parameter identification (EPI) algorithm

selects three embedding dimensions (EDs) (e.g.

ED 2 f200; 250; 300g) and two contextual windows (e.g.

12 and 13) for GloVe, FastText and Word2Vec methods.

These three methods yield 18 single embedding models

using CovEC corpus. The best-performed embedding

models are used to generate the attention-based feature

fusion model using Concatenation (ConCat), Averaging

(Average) and Concatenation with principal component

analysis (ConCat � PCA) methods [49]. The ConCat

method produced four fused embedding feature matrices

(e.g. GloVe?FastText, GloVe?Word2Vec, Fas-

tText?Word2Vec, GloVe?FastText?Word2Vec). The

other two methods also generated eight fused embedding

feature matrices. Among these 18 single and 12 fused

embedding models, top-performed three single (e.g. one

from GloVe, one from FastText and one from Word2Vec)

embedding and three fused embedding (e.g. AeCGF:

Attention-based embedding with ConCat (GloVe, Fas-

tText), AeAGF: Attention-based embedding with Averag-

ing (GloVe, FastText), AeCPGF: Attention-based

embedding with ConCat-PCA (GloVe, FastText)) models

are selected for the downstream task (i.e. CTI). Table 6

illustrates the summary of the best-performed single and

fusion-based embedding models.

The maximum Spearman (qm), Pearson (dm) and aver-

age cosine similarity (C
!

Sm ) of semantic dataset are

68.20%, 69.10% and 81.78%, respectively, achieved by

AeAGF. Similarly, the syntactic dataset obtained the

maximum accuracy of 73.68%, 79.27% and 82.27% by

AeAGF. In contrast, the relatedness dataset obtained the

maximum value for Spearman (qr) and Pearson (dr) from
AeCPGF. Overall, Pearson (dy) performance has an

improvement of 2.94% for the syntactic dataset using the

attention-based feature fusion embedding model compared

to the single embedding (i.e. GloVe, FastText and

Word2Vec). The attention operation improves the word–

word correlations, whereas the feature fusion operation

combines the unique features of semantic, syntactic and

relatedness from the single embedding. Thus, it is con-

firmed that attention-based feature fusion is better than

single embedding for extracting textual features.

Table 7 shows the performance of analogy tasks for

single and attention-based feature fusion embedding

models.

In most cases, the intrinsic evaluation revealed that the

attention-based average feature fusion (AeAGF) with

GloVe?FastText achieved the highest performance for

Table 6 Intrinsic performance

of the best-performed

embedding models

Models Semantic Sm (%) Syntactic Sy (%) Relatedness Sr (%)

qm dm C
!

Sm
qy dy C

!
Sy

qr dr C
!

Sr

GloVe 65.97 67.10 79.13 70.93 76.33 80.41 81.67 81.89 88.10

Word2Vec 49.74 52.07 56.92 51.50 54.29 60.80 60.11 63.19 66.28

FastText 56.29 63.48 67.03 66.11 67.16 67.20 68.84 72.59 74.31

AeAGF 68.20 69.10 81.78 73.68 79.27 82.41 83.01 84.70 88.59

AeCGF 65.83 67.04 78.90 72.93 77.46 81.18 82.21 83.57 87.02

AeCPGF 66.70 67.96 79.02 73.05 77.53 80.11 83.79 83.72 88.52

Bold values indicate the best-performed models
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semantic, syntactic and relatedness datasets. The attention-

based fused feature combines the morphologically signifi-

cant variations of the Bengali language. The maximum

semantic (50% and 56%) and syntactic (54% and 64%)

analogy accuracies have been achieved from AeAGF fea-

ture fusion, whereas the relatedness dataset obtained a

maximum accuracy of 68% for AeCPGF and AeAGF

feature fusions.

Among 30 embedding models (18 for single and 12 for

fusion), the intrinsic evaluators select the best three models

to perform the downstream task (CTI). Thus, instead of

sending all 30 models for training, the system can use only

the best models, reducing the downstream task’s time and

storage complexity. Due to intrinsic evaluation, 90% (i.e.

only the top three models can be used instead of 30 for CTI

task evaluation) of training time was saved to perform CTI

tasks. For better clarification, we investigate one best single

embedding model (GloVe) and two fused embedding

models (e.g. AeAGF and AeCPGF) for CTI tasks. The

following section describes the performance of the various

models for CTI tasks.

7.2 Extrinsic evaluation

The six deep learning baseline methods, the proposed

CovTiNet method and the four transformer-based fine-

tuning methods produced 40 models (where deep learning

? CovTiNet contributed 36 models and the transformer-

based technique contained four models). Among these 40

models, Table 8 shows the performance of 17 models (six

best-performed models, six worst-performed and four

transformer-based fine-tuned models), including the pro-

posed CovTiNet for CTI tasks. The extrinsic evaluation

reported the CTI task performance based on the learning

ability and intelligence of the model.

Results revealed that the proposed model (CovTiNet)

achieved the maximum accuracy of 96:61� 0:001%,

whereas GloVe?LibSVM achieved the minimum accuracy

(82:26� 0:001%). The proposed attention-based fusion

and position encoding improved the accuracy of 14:35�
0:001% compared to GloVe?LibSVM, 5:72� 0:001%

from GloVe?LSTM and 4:92� 0:001% from CNN. There

are two critical reasons for improving the proposed Cov-

TiNet performance compared to other models: (i) the

proposed position encoding extracts the word-level syn-

tactic information, and (ii) the attention-based fusion

enhances the quality of the semantic feature representation.

Thus, the combined attention and position encoding

improve linguistic understanding concerning Bengali. In

contrast, the statistical classifier (e.g. LibSVM), the

sequential classifier (e.g. LSTM) and the convolutional

classifier (e.g. CNN) with non-contextual embedding (e.g.

GloVe, FastText and Word2Vec) cannot adequately rep-

resent the Bengali textual features based on semantic and

syntactic meaning.

Table 7 Performance of the

best-performed embedding

models for analogy tasks

regarding 50 semantic, 50

syntactic and 50 relatedness

word pairs

Models Semantic at (%) Syntactic at (%) Relatedness at (%)

Add Mull Add Mull Add Mull

GloVe 46 52 50 60 64 66

FastText 42 44 42 50 60 64

Word2Vec 38 42 40 48 60 62

AeAGF 50 56 54 64 62 68

AeCGF 48 54 52 60 62 66

AeCPGF 50 50 52 62 66 68

Bold values indicate the best-performed models

Table 8 CTI task performance of the proposed (CovTiNet) and

baseline models. The Ma and Wa values are round up to two decimal

point

Models Ac(%) Ma (%) Wa (%)

Pc Rc F1 Pc Rc F1

GloVe?LibSVM 82.26±.001 82 82 82 82 82 82

GloVe?LSTM 90.89±.001 91 91 91 91 91 91

GloVe?BiLSTM 92.54±.001 93 93 93 93 93 93

GloVe?VDCNN 93.17±.001 93 93 93 93 93 93

GloVe?DCNN 92.32±.001 92 92 92 92 92 92

GloVe?CNN 91.69±.001 92 92 92 92 92 92

APeAGF?LibSVM 84.75±.001 85 85 85 85 85 85

APeAGF?LSTM 92.64±.001 93 93 93 93 93 93

APeAGF?BiLSTM 95.14±.001 95 95 95 95 95 95

APeAGF?VDCNN 93.65±.001 92 91 92 94 94 94

APeAGF?DCNN 92.97±.001 93 93 93 93 93 93

APeAGF?CNN 94.13±.001 94 94 94 94 94 94

BERT-M 95.88±.001 96 96 96 96 96 96

DistilBERT-M 95.01±.001 95 95 95 95 95 95

IndicBERT 93.13±.001 93 93 93 93 93 93

ELECTRA-Bengali 96.19±.001 96 96 96 96 96 96

CovTiNet (Proposed) 96.61±.001 97 97 97 97 97 97

Bold values indicate the best-performed models
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7.3 Comparison with previous research

According to this work exploration, no significant research

has been done to identify or classify Covid text in Bengali,

including corpus development. Thus, this study embraced

several contemporary methods that have been examined on

similar tasks in other language datasets. For consistency, a

few past techniques [5, 50–55] have been implemented on

the developed dataset (i.e. BCovC) and compared their

performance with the proposed approach (CovTiNet).

Table 9 shows the comparison among various techniques in

terms of accuracy (Ac), training time in hours (TTH) and

GPU memory consumption in GB (GMCG) to perform CTI

tasks.

The transformer-based fine-tuned models (BERT-M,

IndicBERT and DistilBERT) consumed too much GPU

memory and training time compared to CovTiNet. How-

ever, their accuracy is significantly lower than the CovTi-

Net. Because of the smaller vocabularies in the language

model and significant morphological variation (semantic

and syntactic) of the Bengali language, the transformer-

based model showed inferior performance. The ELEC-

TRA-Bengali is a monolingual language model whose

accuracy (96.19%) is much better than the BERT-M

(95.88%), IndicBERT (93.13%) and DistilBERT (94.88%)

due to monolingual effect due to the single language model

gained much attention for semantic and syntactic repre-

sentations than multilingual models [56].

7.4 Impact of attention-based positional
embedding feature fusion on CTI task

This section demonstrates how the CovTiNet gained better

performance than other models due to incorporating

attention-based positional embedding feature fusion and

attention operation on the CNN method. Figure 6a illus-

trates the impact of attention-based CNN (ACNN)

embedding on the single embedding models (e.g. GloVe,

FastText and Word2Vec).

Due to attention operation on the CNN method, the

document-level semantic and syntactic feature extraction

has an accuracy improvement of about 0.55% by Fas-

tText?CNN (from 89.45% to 90.00%). Figure 6b depicts

the impact of position encoding operation with the three

single embedding models: position encoding with GloVe

(PeG), position encoding with FastText (PeF) and position

encoding with Word2Vec (PeW). Figure 6b illustrates that

the combination of position encoding on embedding

models and attention operation on CNN achieved a

notable performance improvement in the CTI tasks. The

position encoding and attention operation have improved

by about 0.17% accuracy of GloVe (i.e. 91.93% for Glo-

Ve?ACNN, 92.1% for PeG?ACNN), 0.96% accuracy

improvement of FastText (i.e. 90.00% for Fas-

tText?ACNN, 90.96% for PeF?ACNN) and 0.77%

improvement achieved for Word2Vec embedding (i.e.

88.54% for Word2Vec?ACNN, 89.31% for PeW ?

ACNN). Figure 6 depicts the overall performance of

ACNN and the position encoding with embedding models,

which are better than CNN with single embedding models.

The intrinsic evaluation results (in Sect. 7.1) showed

enhanced performance on CTI tasks due to the attention-

based average feature fusion. Therefore, we analysed the

impact of attention-based average feature fusion and

position encoding operation on CNN and ACNN on CTI

(Fig. 7a). In particular, we investigate three operations:

(i) attention-based average feature fusion of GloVe?-

FastText (AeAGF), (ii) attention-based average feature

fusion of GloVe?Word2Vec (AeAGW) and (iii) attention-

based average feature fusion of FastText?Word2Vec

(AeAFW).

It is revealed that the attention-based average feature

fusion (AeAGF?ACNN) has enhanced the maximum

accuracy of 0.75% compared to AeAGF?CNN (Fig. 7a).

Figure 7b shows the attention-based position encoding

average feature fusion GloVe?FastText (APeAGF) and

attention operation on CNN (ACNN). The CovTiNet sys-

tem achieved the best accuracy of 96.61%. Regarding

attention operation on CNN, the maximum accuracy of

2.42% is improved compared to APeAGF?CNN (94.13%).

Thus, it is confirmed that the attention-based position

encoding average feature fusion and attention operation on

CNN has a significant performance improvement in per-

forming CTI tasks in Bengali.

Figures 6 and 7 shows that the attention-based position

encoding feature fusion is better than the single embed-

dings. The attention operation on CNN has significantly

improved the semantic and syntactic feature representation

at sentence and paragraph levels, whereas the position

encoding operation improved the contextual feature

Table 9 Comparison between the proposed and recent techniques in

terms of Ac, TTH and GMCG on BCovC

Methods Acð%Þ TTH GMCG

BiLSTM?FastText [50] 91.47 0.53 6.5

CNN?FastText [51] 89.45 0.43 3.8

VDCNN?Word2Vec [52] 90.68 0.62 5.6

ELECTRA-Bengali [53] 96.19 0.68 6.2

BERT-M [5] 95.88 3.03 7.9

DistilBERT [54] 94.88 0.70 6.01

IndicBERT [55] 93.13 2.33 7.6

CovTiNet (proposed method) 96.61 0.51 4.5

Bold values indicate the best-performed models
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representation. Therefore, the combination of attention,

feature fusion and position encoding showed the enhanced

CTI task performance by CovTiNet.

7.5 Ablation evaluation

In the text-to-feature extraction module, the three best-

performed non-contextual embedding methods, i.e.

Word2Vec, GloVe and FastText, as well as the three best-

performed attention-based feature fusion embeddings (i.e.

AeCGF, AeCPGF and AEAGF) are used for Bengali text-

to-feature extraction purposes. However, the word-level

performance analysis (i.e. intrinsic evaluators) is summa-

rized in Table 6 and Table 7. These results drastically drop

the single embedding performance compared to the atten-

tion-based feature fusion performance. For example, the

best-performing attention-based averaging of GloVe and

FastText-based feature fusion (i.e. AeAGF) improved the

Spearman correlation of 11.91%, 18.46% and 2.23% for

single embedding FastText, Word2Vec and GloVe,

respectively, for semantic similarity dataset (i.e. Sm).

Similarly, the syntactic, relatedness and analogy task

dataset performs better using AeAGF embedding than

other embeddings. From this ablation analysis, the text-to-

feature extraction module removed the single embedding

methods (i.e. GloVe, FastText and Word2Vec) and

removed the other two attention-based feature fusion

embeddings (i.e. AeCGF and AeCPGF). The position-

based information significantly impacts text identification

performance, as depicted in Fig. 6. This study included the

position information with AeAGF and named an attention-

based position embedding averaging of GloVe and

Fig. 6 Impact of position encoding (Pe) on embedding models for CTI task performance with CNN and ACNN

Fig. 7 Impact of attention-based and positional embedding-based average feature fusions on CTI task performance with CNN and ACNN
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FastText (APeAGF). Finally, the APeAGF is selected for

the part of the CovTiNet module (Fig. 5).

In the Covid text identification module, the ablation

analysis initially considers six deep learning methods (i.e.

CNN, VDCNN, DCNN, ACNN, LSTM and BiLSTM) and

four transformer-based language model fine-tuning meth-

ods (i.e. BERT-M, DistilBERT-M, ELECTRA-Bengali and

IndicBERT). Among these ten methods, the ablation

analysis carried the attention-based CNN (i.e. ACNN)

achieved a better performance in terms of accuracy in the

Bengali Covid text corpus (i.e. BCovC). The ten text

identification methods’ performance is summarized in

Table 8, where Covid text identification performance is

evaluated using the different combinations of single

embeddings and attention-based feature fusion embeddings

with ten text identification methods. So, the ablation

analysis concludes the proposed CovTiNet, i.e. a combi-

nation of attention-based position embedding averaging of

GloVe and FastText (APeAGF) and attention-based CNN

(ACNN) achieved the best performance in BCovC text

identification corpus and word-level intrinsic evaluation

dataset (i.e. IEDs)

7.6 Error analysis

The error analysis provides in-depth insights into the pro-

posed model’s performance regarding qualitative and

quantitative strengths and weaknesses. Figure 8 shows a

quantitative analysis of the CovTiNet system using the

confusion matrix.

A total of 107 out of 4,314 misidentifications occurred

in the Covid test samples, whereas 192 out of 4,527

misidentifications occurred in the non-Covid test samples

due to joint feature distribution presented in both

categories. For example, accident- and health-related

samples of non-Covid categories contain death-related

frequent words, which are also available in the Covid test

samples. As a result, the standard typical word distribution

obtained some extra attention, and the model failed to

detect the actual category. Overall, a 2.41% error was

obtained from the non-Covid category, whereas a 4.36%

error occurred in the Covid class with an average error of

3.38%.

Figure 9 shows some test set samples with the actual and

predicted labels. The first two Covid test samples (# 1 and

#2) are taken from the newspaper domain. The CovTiNet

and ELECTRA-Bengali models correctly predicted the S#
1 text sample, whereas the other baseline methods failed to

predict the correct labels due to the limitations of feature

extraction methods (e.g. shortage of word semantics and

context information). The proposed and baseline models

cannot predict sample# 2 text samples owing to a shortage

of aspect information (e.g. Covid-related word and

semantic information).

In Fig. 9, the third and fourth non-Covid samples are

taken from social media and newspapers, respectively. The

baseline and proposed systems do not correctly detect the

third sample (i.e. #3) because a large number of words are

semantically and syntactically similar to the Covid cate-

gory [57, 58], whereas the context information is not

similar to Covid category. Thus, the proposed (CovTiNet)

and baseline methods cannot capture the context informa-

tion correctly. The proposed model can successfully detect

sample #4 text samples that express non-Covid health text

samples. The proposed system correctly predicts this

sample, but baseline methods failed to detect it. In this

sample (#4), most of the words are related to the health

category and, like with Covid category words, but the

aspect is different (i.e. non-Covid). The proposed system

position encoding and attention-based fusion properly

extract the semantic, syntactic and context information,

whereas the other methods do not adequately extract that

information. As a result, the proposed CovTiNet is better

for semantic, syntactic and aspect-based information

retrieval purposes.

8 Discussion

The CTI is an essential prerequisite task (e.g. controlling

the Covid-related fake news, misinformation and disin-

formation identification) in social media and the World

Wide Web. Another reason for CTI is post-Covid infor-

mation retrieval and mining for topics or queries. Bengali

is the 7th most widely spoken language globally, it has been

considered one of the crucial low-resource languages [5].Fig. 8 Confusion matrix of the proposed model (CovTiNet) on of test

samples
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To the best of our knowledge, none of the past studies

focused on identifying or classifying Bengali text related to

Covid-19 using deep learning techniques. For this reason,

this research motivated us to develop an automatic Covid-

19 text identification system in Bengali with a newly

developed Covid text corpus (BCovC). This work used

attention-based position embedding feature fusion with

attention-based convolutional neural networks (ACNNs)

called CovTiNet to perform the task.

Some key findings of this research are highlighted in the

following:

• In this research (i.e. Sect. 4), Algorithms 1 and 2

explain detailed guidelines of corpus development,

including data collection, preprocessing, annotation and

quality measurements. Based on these algorithms, this

work developed a new corpus (BCovC) for identifying

Covid text in Bengali. To the best of our knowledge,

BCovC is the first corpus in Bengali for Covid text

identification. The process described in this research

can be utilized to build any text corpora for other zero-

or low-resource languages.

• Morphological variations of a language significantly

impact the semantic, syntactic and contextual meaning

of words. In Sect. 7.1, Tables 6 and 7 confirms that the

attention-based feature fusion embedding is better than

the single embedding for extracting textual features.

Bengali is a morphologically rich language that consists

of three linguistic variants in written forms: Sadhu-

bhasha, Cholito-bhasha and Sanskrit-bhasha. As a

result, a single embedding method cannot represent

words or sentences’ semantic and syntactic meanings

well. In contrast, the attention and feature fusion

operations can represent text’s better semantic and

syntactic meanings. Thus, the CovTiNet model

achieved superior performance than baseline models

for Covid text identification [59].

• The combinations of word embeddings and classifica-

tion methods generate 40 classifier models. It is very

arduous and time-consuming to evaluate all modes. We

can reduce the evaluation burden by reducing the

number of embedding models selected for the down-

stream task (CTI). In particular, in this work, three

embedding models and six deep learning methods

produce 18 classifier models only for a single hyper-

parameter combination. There were 40 CTI models, i.e.

36 for deep learning models and 4 for transformers

models. It is possible to select only the best embedding

models and use them to perform the classification task

for better outcomes [60]. This work introduced an

intrinsic evaluation method (see Algorithm 3) to

evaluate the embedding models (Sect. 5.1.1). We

selected the best-performed embedding models based

on intrinsic evaluation, and only these modes are used

for the CTI tasks. This process will help generate fewer

classifier models (due to the reduced number of

combinations of embedding and classification meth-

ods), reducing the training and evaluation time. The

technique proposed in this work may be used for other

low-resource languages.

• Table 8 showed the performance of baselines and the

proposed model (CovTiNet) to perform the CTI task in

Bengali (Sect. 7.2). Although the transformer-based

fine-tuning models have achieved state-of-the-art

results for text classification tasks in high-resource

languages (like English), these models cannot show

better performance due to large morphological varia-

tions in Bengali. At the same time, the performance of

non-contextual word embedding models has improved

due to the integration of attention-based feature fusion

and position encoding schemes. Table 8 shows that the

tokenization operation of transformer-based language

models had degraded the classification performance,

position encoding improved the contextual information,

Fig. 9 Actual and predicted test

samples
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and attention-based feature fusion improved the seman-

tic and syntactic feature representations.

• The non-contextual embedding methods (i.e. Word2-

Vec, FastText, GloVe) cannot extract the context-aware

and semantically or syntactically correlated features

due to their methodological limitations. To overcome

the non-contextual embedding issues, this research

introduces an attention-based position embedding fea-

ture fusion. Three additional operations have been

added with the non-contextual embeddings, such as

(i) word position information, which improves the

context-aware feature representations, (ii) fusion of

multiple non-contextual embeddings, that combine

multiple embedding features and enhances the seman-

tic/syntactic correlations and (iii) finally applied the

attention operation for improving the holistic feature

representation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first attempt to develop the attention-based position

embedding feature fusion for a resource-constrained

(i.e. Bengali) language using non-contextual

embeddings.

• Due to morphological variation and lack of impactful

global features, the existing single-layer multikernel

CNN has not adequately extracted the sentence and

document-level semantics of Bengali texts. In this

regard, the attention operation is applied after the CNN

operation. This attention operation improves the word–

word correlation and extracts better sentence-level

features. These sentence-level features also improve

the document-level semantics and overcome the exist-

ing CNN shortcomings. We developed a network called

CovTiNet by combining APeAGF and attention-based

CNN (ACNN). We have tuned this network on the

developed dataset with optimized hyperparameters

(Table 8).

• In this research, the text preprocessing and expert-level

annotation operations have overcome the data-level

uncertainty, whereas the model uncertainty is partially

overcome by the expected and softmax probability

values. The developed CovTiNet is a neural network-

based supervised classification method where a set of

nonlinear equations (i.e. Eqs. 1–14) have been applied

for text-to-expected category tagging purposes. The

CovTiNet output layer contains two probability-related

equations (concerning uncertainty), such as the

expected category selection equation (Eq. 15) and the

softmax probability distribution equation (Eq. 16). The

Covid text identification is a binary text classification

task. Equation 16 is forced to assign a category name

based on the maximum probability value, and sub-

tracted value is partially considered as an uncertainty or

error value of the corresponding category (i.e. ground-

truth maximum probability). Thus, if the input contains

an out-of-distribution (OOD), then the softmax value

must belong to any category (Covid or non-Covid).

• Two types of uncertainties can arise in the text

classification domain. The first type of uncertainty

arises in the text-to-feature extraction phase, and the

second type arises in the text classification model

training and validation phase. In text-to-feature extrac-

tion phase, uncertainty occurs due to out-of-vocabular-

ies (OOV) and out-of-distribution (OOD) issues

[61, 62]. This type of uncertainty can be solved using

a hybrid model, such as a fusion or ensemble of

different embedding models. In this study, the OOV

occurred due to limited vocabularies, and OOD

occurred due to data diversity. We used the hybrid

model, which comprises attention-based average fea-

ture fusion of GloVe and FastText embedding (i.e.

APeAGF). The APeAGF model combines the key

features of two embeddings and improves the word-

level semantic and syntactic representations (Sect. 7.4).

In the text classification model training and valida-

tion phase, uncertainty occurs when the training and

validation data have the following properties: (i) mono-

lingual but lacking data diversity, (ii) code mix text

data, (iii) multimodality of the source data and (iv)

multilingual effect of the data source. The data

uncertainty owing to monolingual but lacking data

diversity can be solved using a hybrid model [63]. The

data uncertainty owing to code mix text data, multi-

modality of the source data and multilingual effect of

data source can be solved using the Bayesian model,

hybrid model, regime switching model and regulatory

network model [64, 65]. Training and validation data

(i.e. BCovC) used in this study only contain monolin-

gual data and do not contain data of the last three

properties. Therefore, hybrid model is employed to

improve the text classification performance (Sect. 5.1

and Table 8). The Bayesian model, regime switching

model and regulatory network model were not neces-

sary to be used because the last three properties (i.e.

properties ii-iv) were absent in our developed dataset

(i.e. BCovC).

• If a sample text belongs to the Covid category or non-

Covid category with a specific ratio at the same time,

the uncertainty of this kind is resolved by the CovTiNet

model (i.e. employing Eqs. 15–16), where the decision

is made in favour of the category based on the

maximum expected value. Although uncertainty related

to the text classification task described in this research

is not reasonably related to the methods explained by

Lotfi et al. [2] and Kropat et al. [66], we will explore

uncertainty issue in future.

• The CovTiNet does not work for short text (when two

or three words exist in a document). The attention-
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based feature fusion may incorrectly change the

semantic/syntactic meaning due to biased attention

operation. On the other hand, the ACNN required more

training due to additional attention parameters.

9 Conclusion

This research presented an intelligent text processing

framework (CovTiNet) to identify Covid-related texts in

Bengali using an attention-based positional embedding

feature fusion with ACNN. The data-driven position

encoding and attention-based feature fusion overcame the

OOV issues of single embeddings and improved the con-

textual semantic/syntactic feature representation. The

attention operation enhanced the Bengali feature correla-

tions of word level and sentence level, whereas the position

encoding and feature fusion improved the contextual rep-

resentation. Additionally, due to the unavailability of

Covid-related datasets, this study developed a couple of

corpora: Bengali Covid text corpus (BCovC) and Covid

embedding corpus (CovEC) for Covid text identification

and classification. The intrinsic evaluation has reduced the

burden of evaluating classification models for the down-

stream task (CTI). Moreover, the proposed CovTiNet

framework has achieved an accuracy of 96.61±0.001,

which is the maximum based on deep learning and trans-

former-based baseline methods.

Although the CovTiNet framework has achieved the

highest performance, further improvement can be obtained

using another pretrained transformer-based language model

in Bengali (e.g. RoBERTa, ELECTRA and BERT).

Improving the sub-word feature representation and

dynamic feature fusion methods can enhance the perfor-

mance of the CTI task. We will include the code mix text

data, the multilingual effect of data source (e.g. Bengali,

Hindi, English and Arabic), multimodality of source data

(e.g. image and text data), which will be solved using the

Bayesian model, regime switching model and regulatory

network model in a future study.
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